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The basic motif for this work  is sculpted out of the primary  elements found in Op.10
No.5 and Op.25 No.4 – a profusion of  black  notes with leaping  staccato in the left
hand, a very subtle blend of staccato and legato playing in the right-hand figuration
along with a complex web of  delicate motif  reversals in both hands – combined to
produce yet  another  work  of  exceptional  clari ty, cogency and  brevity  – a mere 57
seconds when  played  at  the correct  tempo of  q=112.  Like No.8,  this work  also
requires very  accurate and  articulate pedalling, which is not  at  all  easy given the
almost  unbroken  staccato left-hand  figuration;  the pedal  must  only be used where
marked.  Also like No.8, the divisions between sections are by  no means clearly
defined  – this is another  work  that  is best  described  as a  moto perpetuo – and
requires a very high level of concentration in execution.

The precise divisions between sections are as follows: an 8 bar  opening section (1-8),
followed by an 8-bar  response and transi tion (9-16), leading to an 8-bar  central
section (17-24), followed by an 8 bar  recapitulation (25-32) and 4 bar  resolution and
transi tion (33-36) into the coda (37-51). As far  as learning this work is concerned, I
would counsel you to master  the opening section first, for this is where the real  test
of this work  lies; you must perfect right-hand figuration with its two distinct
melodic lines, along with the motif  reversal  in bars 5-7. Notice the slurred notes in
the soprano and alto voices – these must be accurate and well defined;  note also how
these slurs change with the motif reversal. Also note that  no pedal  must be used in
this opening section until  bar  8. The next two sections refine and perfect the basic
skil ls as set out in the opening section, but  this time with the added complications of
the sustaining pedal  and a complex chromatic progression that  lead to the
recapitulation of the opening theme at bar  25. Note also in these sections that  the
stress marks (>) in the left-hand figuration of the first section are also absent;  you
will require a fi rm yet light touch in the left hand throughout  this section. The
recapitulation and transi tion into the coda contain nothing new in terms of the



figuration, but  notice how in the coda (bar  37 onwards) how Chopin reverses the
left-hand motif  (the reversal  takes place in bar  37 itself) and in so doing, changes the
pedal  point to a dominant  one in preparation for the close of the work  and, once
again, introduces an arithmetic anomaly in terms of phrase length;  left- and right-
hand phrases are at fi rst out of synchronisation at the beginning of the coda, only to
be re-synchronised at the very end with the change in pedal  point  in bar  45. Once
again, it is this sort  of detail  within Chopin’ s music that  set his works apart  from
those of his contemporaries;  it’ s not just  the fact that  he did something much better
than Liszt or Schumann ever did – it’ s the clear  consummate ease, skill and finesse
with which Chopin did it that  sets his music apart  from all others.


